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Who would have ever thought that our politicians would do this to us?
Have you ever thought that there could be a list of bad laws and policies as long as the one
below?
Does it surprise you that each of these bad laws and policies does damage to or affects
negatively at least 90% of us; in addition to our great nation?
Can you think of other laws and policies that should be on the list?
Have you ever seen such a list compiled before?
Do you find it to be astounding that our main stream media people have not clearly identified
such a list before??
As you read the list can you think of any of them that you would like to see kept in place?
When you join us and vote on the list are you going to vote in favor of not fixing any of these?
The following list does not contain the
necessary details for full understanding.
In the following list, the word “Laws” stands
in place of the phrase “Laws and policies.”
The first part of the list includes those
laws and policies that were in place before
the 2008 Presidential election.
1. Laws establishing the privately owned
Federal Reserve banking system as a
replacement for a government owned central
bank.
2. Laws that cause debasing and
devaluation of the dollar.
3. Laws that authorize or encourage and
cause deficit spending.
4. Laws that cause or enable and encourage
inflation and the resulting devaluing of all our

assets and the purchasing power of our money.

5 Laws that merged the Social Security
Funds with the general fund.
6. Laws that prohibit drilling for oil in and
around the U.S.A. and prohibit or restrict the
development of oil shale reserves and oil
refineries in the U.S.A.
7. Laws that prohibit or place unreasonable
restrictions on coal and nuclear power plants
and restrict efforts to develop alternate
energy sources such as wind or "clean"
fossil fuel power plants.
8. Laws that force banks to make mortgage

loans to individuals who do not qualify
under well established and valid mortgage
loan rules.
9. Laws that removed the prohibition

against and enable investors to gamble on
the market by making unbacked side bets on
companies without buying the stock (Credit
Default Swaps).

14. Laws that produce the currently lying
federal unemployment rate which no longer
includes discouraged workers, many of
whom are discouraged because the jobs they
could qualify for are filled by illegal aliens.

10. Laws that enable investors to drive the
price of commodities to be significantly out
of line with what the price would be if
driven only by supply and demand.

15. Laws that encourage and aid illegal
aliens including those that grant citizenship
to children (anchor baby’s) born to illegal
immigrants.
16. Tax laws that create, encourage and
facilitate cheating, unpaid taxes, the
underground economy, confiscation of
assets, tax increases without representation,
and an adversarial climate between citizens,
residents, businesses and the government.
17 Laws causing, or facilitating the
dumbing-down of our education system and
schools.
18. Laws that usurp infringe upon or
override state's rights and laws.

11. Laws that cause or encourage and
facilitate outsourcing of jobs and moving of
manufacturing and company assets to other
countries.

19. Laws granting excessive protections,
rights, facilities, food and treatment to
addicts, and criminals, especially repeat
offenders.

12. Laws that produce the currently
fraudulent Consumer Price Index (CPI).
The government uses the fraudulent CPI to
calculate a fraudulent inflation rate. These
fraudulent data are then used in calculating
raises, cost of living adjustments for
government benefits and price changes for
goods and services. The results are that
expenses increase faster than income and
everyone gradually gets worse off.

20. Secret laws, i.e. laws that are on the
books but are not made public, but which
government agencies can use against
citizens and residents.

13. Laws that produce fraudulent federal
budgets; not showing true spending levels
and unfunded entitlements and other
obligations.

21. Laws enabling citizen surveillance
without cause, review and regulation.
22. Laws restricting gun ownership rights.
23. Laws establishing a national police
force and accelerating the slide into a police
state.
24. Laws driving the stealthy push for a
North American Union and a Trans-Atlantic

Union.
25. Laws increasing the FDA's ability to
restrict citizen healthcare options and rights.
26. Laws granting a single political party
increased ability to control all three branches
of the federal government; specifically the
17th amendment to the constitution and laws
restricting 3rd, 4th and 5th political parties.
27. Laws and policies that protect
politicians from investigation and
accountability for corruption and criminal
actions in office.
28. Laws prohibiting or failing to require a
"None of the above" option on ballots.
The following bad laws were put into
effect after the 2008 Presidential election.

